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To accompany the customer through the online customer journey is com-
mon use but the physical world remains a black box.

We develop an artificial intelligence that analyzes people in the physical 
world by age, gender and behavior and creates a multisensory experience 

through screens or sound. The AI uses existing CRM data to find patterns 
that optimize the experience even further.

Through our AI, we enable personalized and fully automated cus-
tomer interaction in the physical world. We connect physical to 
online marketing channels and thus allow the perfect customer 
experience throughout the entire customer journey.

Using the power of unsupervised learning, the AI can continuous-
ly uncover new patterns under real world circumstances - learn-
ing from human behavior such as eye contact or walking path. 

www.advertima.com future@advertima.com
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Advertima

The Advertima Experience  
Management System



audEERING’s Audio Intelligence technology analyzes audio signals to auto-
matically detect emotions, personal information, environmental sounds and 
many more aspects to enable emotional artificial intelligence. Its product port-
folio comprises software systems such as sensAI Web-API and sensAI device 
for automatic emotion and speaker state recognition from speech signals and 
methods for other audio/music analysis based on advanced machine learning.

Based near Munich, audEERING is a world-leading contributor of intelligent au-
dio analysis and speech emotion recognition technology and one of the most 
relevant providers of next-generation artificial intelligence based on affective 
computing. Founded in 2012, audEERING owns the internationally renowned au-
dio-analysis-toolkit “openSMILE” and released a first-of-its-kind, patent-pending 
technology VocEmoApI allowing to robustly recognize 50+ emotional states in 
real-time. audEERING is partner of various governmental funded projects in the 
area of advanced audio-signal-analysis to enhance health/wellbeing in society. 
In a recent Gartner, Inc. report audEERING was named “Vendor to Watch” for AI. 

audEERING’s customers comprise DAX companies in the telecommunications 
and automotive industry as well as leading market research organizations, na-
tional/international media companies and service providers.

www.audeering.com info@audeering.com
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Together with OSRAM, beaconsmind offers EINSTONE Smart Retail, the 
end-to-end solution for location-based-services in retail. Our software cap-
tures customers shopping habits on demand and utilizes the data to cre-
ate targeted sales promotion or customer loyalty rewards – establishing the 
combination of offline and online activities– to enhance clients’ digitalization.

www.beaconsmind.com maxweiland@beaconsmind.com
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Beaconsmind & OSRAM

EINSTONE Smart Retail



The core of COSY’s technology focuses on autonomous navigation, localiza-
tion, and mapping of large indoor spaces.  This technology is incredibly rele-
vant and important to the retail industry, helping retailers solve decades-old 
problems with technology of the future.  Our SCOUT MOBILE platform pro-
vides retailers with a highly accurate architectural map created by an auton-
omous robot which aims to help retailers better manage their inventory. 

www.cosyrobo.com info@cosyrobo.com
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Cognitive Operational 
Systems Inc.

SCOUT MOBILE



Our technology will revolutionise the shopping experience for both the 
customer as well as the retailer. By providing a channel to communicate set 
preferences the customer interaction will take a new turn to only sending 

only relevant and personalised content to the right person, at the right 
time, at the right location and via the right medium.

conichiwa is a leading company in the proximity space 
where we create individual and user-centric solutions to 

connect online with offline interactions. Our goal is to 
only develop solutions that meet real needs and chal-
lenges to create tremendous value for every user.

www.conichiwa.com hello@conichiwa.com
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Omnichannel solution

Conichiwa



Poken is a cloud-based event management platform, that creates richer 
engagement. A seamless ecosystem of tools and technology for event pro-
fessionals, Poken enables event marketers to create interactive and exciting 
events, while providing a one stop system for managing each stage in the 
planning and delivery process. Equipped with our digital platform, mobile 
apps and NFC+ products, Poken brings together the digital and physical 
event spaces to drive engagement, centralize management and gain better 
insight through real data.

Founded in 2007, Poken was originally known for the 
patented interactive USB stick. Since then, Poken has 
developed an end-to-end solution, and delivered 
over 2500 events of varying sizes and objectives. 
From 200-person corporate events, to 6000-person 
conferences, to trade-shows with over 10 000 peo-
ple, organizers from around the world have benefit-
ed from Poken’s 360° event platform.

www.poken.com grant@poken.com
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adpack is uniquely positioned in providing re-
al-time audience targeting with its Digital-Out-
Of-Home video advertising network. 

Features:

 � Recognition of audience (quantity, age,  
 gender, length of stay/view through rate)  
 in front of the screen via optical sensor  
 – only metadata

 � Broadcasting target-group relevant  
 commercials and editorials on the screen

 � Saving data on audience and transmission  
 of commercials

 � Feedback on data and updating content/ 
 real-time advertising campaigns

 � Evaluation of customer flows regarding  
 quantity, age, gender and length of  
 stay/view through rate

www.adpack.tv +49 (0)30 959981090
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adpack -  
DOOH revolution

IDA Indoor  
Advertising GmbH



AuxD is an audience analytics solution for Out of Home (OOH) advertising, 
which anonymously collects and presents analytics on audience demo-
graphics, emotion, and OOH ad engagement. This is accomplished using the 
latest technologies in face detection and feature recognition combined with 
low-power network communications. First the AuxD Acquire system of small 
form-factor IoT connected cameras with embedded machine vision and fa-
cial recognition technology which relays data to the AuxD Analytics central 
analytics system. AuxD Analytics utilizes machine learning algorithms digest 
and present audience analytics data in our custom 
dashboard interface. Here the impact of OOH ad 
campaigns can be seen and analyzed to improve ad 
distribution in relationship to the targeted ad pop-
ulation. AuxD is a product of idezo GmbH (Zurich, 
Switzerland), an innovation lab startup, providing 
consulting on emerging technologies and internal 
product development. Key focus areas include IoT, 
data science, and immersive technologies (virtual/
augmented reality).

www.idezo.ch enquiry@idezo.ch
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AuxD - City-Wide  
Audience Analytics

Idezo GmbH



Insider Navigation Systems (INS) is the first company that offers augmented 
reality based intuitive millimeter accurate indoor positioning and navigation 
for mobile devices without the use of additional hardware. Thanks to aug-
mented reality and efficient navigation technologies INS offers a worldwide 
unique holistic solution which enables clients to easily make their venues 
recognizable for mobile devices and gain added value with augmented real-
ity. INS offers a solution for B2C environments (airports, shopping malls, mu-
seums,…) and professionals (factories, warehouses, building management,…).

www.insidernavigation.com office@insidernavigation.com
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Insider Navigation

INS Insider Navigation 
Systems GmbH



Key Infuser, a French robotics startup led by 2 
women, experts in Tech Innovation, offers to 
Stores and Brands a complete new and spec-
tacular approach to deliver live demonstrations, 
providing interactivity and generating customer’s 
interest:  KiOne is a unique 12cm robot dedicat-
ed to Digital Transformation,  it navigates through 
smartphone’s applications, interacts with IoT 
connected devices, shows you instantly how 
easy and useful those new digital experiences 
are. The visitor is attracted, creating intimacy and 
desire for the solution. With interactions stored in 
the Cloud, this makes KiOne a powerful market-
ing tool which leads to a massive user adoption 
of digital experiences.

www.keyinfuser.com abcontact@keyinfuser.com 

DIGITAL
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KiOne

Key Infuser



Kontakt.io is digitalizing the physical world. Our Bluetooth beacons and in-
frastructure management tools help businesses build context-rich applica-
tions to improve customer experience. On top of that, we provide the tech-
nology needed to optimize resources and get more out of assets and real 
time location systems. Our Bluetooth tags, Gateway, and Location Engine 
provide location information, laying the foundation for industrial applications 
that improve operations, security, and compliance. These tools will drive new 
solutions and success in next-gen IoT.

www.kontakt.io kontakt@kontakt.io
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Beacons, Dor

Kontakt.io



The Mimesis Technology Ltd. was created in 2014 to make intelligent  
devices that communicate with humans in a special, 
most natural  way.

We call this way mimicry - the art of imitation.
If you look at the ways nature is teaching, you will 
find this idea almost everywhere. Babies imitate their 
parents when they learn speaking, moving. We imi-
tate our heroes or moral leaders in opinions and be-
havior.

We believe that this ancient idea of mimicry can be a 
great way to teach various things.

Why we choose cooking?

Because we care. 
What we eat is vital to us as civilization.

In the last century we managed to change our food pattern so much. From 
natural home cooking of our grandmothers to factory canned cooking of our 
time. Today as population we eat mostly processed food. This impacts our 
health and leads people to “lifestyle diseases”.

www.smartcook.com
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Smartcook

Mimesis Technology



PlayPass has set the industry standard for delivering reliable, robust, secure 
and cost-effective RFID services, including Cashless Payments, at music fes-
tivals and other live events.

This year PlayPass will have directly serviced over 100 festivals and events 
worldwide as well as licensing our systems on a white label basis to many of 
the world’s leading operators in ticketing, payment services, bar operations 
and event promotion. We now operate across Europe, Asia, South America 
and Australasia.

Using closed-loop NFC technology to provide the event owner with maxi-
mum control and visibility over all money spent on-site, our system delivers:

 � A much better experience for visitors

 � Enhanced on-site revenue and more efficient operations for event organisers

 � Greater value for sponsor brands and partners

It is robust enough to service the most isolated, harsh outdoor environments 
and flexible enough to add significant value to any type of live event in any 
part of the world.

www.playpass.eu info@playpass.eu
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RFID cashless payments 
solution for live events

PlayPass



Our technologies supply our clients with in-
sights in movements, social information and in-
terests of people visiting large-scale events, and 
making it interesting for the individual visitor by 
providing navigation- and social features as well 
as entertainment.  Sendrato was founded in late 
2013 and provided the smart wristbands for the 
2014 and 2015 editions of Belgium’s Tomorrow-
land Festival. Sendrato develops and operates 
the wearable technology and the infrastructure 
to accommodate large scale festivals, confer-
ences and trade shows. The technology is prov-
en to process real time  location, access and 
payment data of 250,000 visitors in real time. We 
have deployed our smart wristband, or person-
al event assistant, at Tomorrowland, Oktoberfest 
Brisbane in Australia and large-scale confer-
ences (e.g. Avanade). 

www.sendrato.com
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Sendrato

Sendrato BV



At the heart of what we do is the idea to bun-
dle design baby monitors with services to better 
meet the needs of modern parents, who want to 
do much more than just see and hear the baby 
using a basic baby monitor. Featuring multi-lay-
ered security and supporting an unlimited num-
ber of users, our offering is unique in the bil-
lion-dollar baby monitoring market in that it also 
enables parents to – in addition to being able to 
monitor the child remotely, if needed – to moni-
tor the child’s feeding and sleeping and track the 
child’s long-term growth and development, and 
see how it correlates with the World Health Or-
ganisation stats.

We now plan to enhance our solution by im-
plementing unique AI and predictive baby 
data analyses that provide users with develop-
ment-stage-specific, tailor-made information 
and in-app purchasing opportunities for prod-
ucts/toys that may help support the process. 

www.onnicare.com
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Onni Care



Toteat is a SaaS platform that develops and offers 
solutions for the administration of the gastronomic 
industry. Our mission is to simplify the operations be-
tween restaurants, suppliers and consumers in order 
to make their businesses more efficient, profitable 
and better meet their customers needs. We believe 
that the key lies in the integration and simplification 
of the different solutions.
 
Toteat’s headquarters are located in Santiago de 
Chile, where it was founded in 2015. Last year we 
also established an office in Barcelona. More than 
600 restaurants are currently working with our POS 
solution, Toteat Restaurant Manager. More than 300 
restaurants buy weekly in Toteat Marketplace. We 
have a module of promotions that allow manufactur-
ers to interact with the final influence point of the sale: 
the waiter. With all the information that is raised we 
generate reports for manufacturers. These reports 
allow us to identify consumer behavior in restaurants 
in a way that has never been done before.

www.toteat.com Trinidad@toteat.com 
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With over 13 years of successful competitions, the Innovation World 
Cup Series is the most established open innovation platform world-
wide. We discover emerging applications, solutions, and investment 
opportunities in new industries with massive growth potential.

We connect the ingenuity of our Techpreneurs with the potency 
of leading industry partners to form powerful alliances capable of 
transforming budding ideas into global giants.

Running competitions include:

 � Digital Marketing Innovation World Cup

 � LoRaWAN Challenge

 � Gemalto Security Award 

 � EBV IoT Hero

 � Geeny Connected Living Challenge

 � AIQ Smart Clothing

The IOT / WT Innovation World Cup welcomes revolutionary  
IOT and WT solutions from developers, innovative start-ups and re-
searchers in seven different categories and six special prizes.

PARTICIPATION IS  

FREE OF CHARGE 
Submit your innovative solution at 

www.innovationworldcup.com 

THE INNOVATION  
WORLD CUP SERIES
MAKING INNOVATION VISIBLE

www.innovationworldcup.com



NAVISPACE AG  +49 (8152) 982 22 50  |  www.innovationworldcup.com
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Elisa Gava  e.gava@navispace.de

Dr. Sonja Sulzmaier  s.sulzmaier@navispace.de


